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Abstract: The following article investigated the degree of equivalence of the
phraseological phrases with the onomastic components in different language systems. It
classified the phraseological units according to their partici pating or not partici pating
the onomastic components in English, Russian and Uzbek languages. Based on this, the
preservation of the onomastic components in three, two and one languages was analyzed
and compared with the examples of English, Russian and Uzbek proverbs and phrases.
While analyzing and comparing, the equivalent versions of phrases and proverbs were
defined and put into one linguistic system. It was also defined that phrases and proverbs
contain mainly toponyms and anthroponyms as well as their indirect meaning were
revealed based on the examples. Besides, the analyses of the phrases took into consideration
each nation's national cultural peculiarities as well as relying on the researches carried
out in the field world translation science, linguistics and dictionaries.
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1.Introduction.
In English, Russian and Uzbek,
phraseological units are considered
as a whole system. In the content of
these units the
onomastic
components served not only to
increase
emotionality
and
expressivity, but also to enhance
indirect meaning of them. In recent
years, compiling, analyzing and

classifying
dictionaries
of
phraseological units with an
onomastic component that are a
national-cultural unit, have become
a peculiar scientific direction in the
field of English, Russian, and Uzbek
linguistics. In particular, in the works
of such scientists as K.Musayev,
G . N . H i d i r o v a ,
U.S.Abikhodzhayeva, I.N. Isabekov,
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G.I.Mansurova, Sh.D.Abdullayev,
N.Z
Nasrullayeva,
L.E.
Kholmuradova, Z.K. Teshabayeva
phraseological units were studied
based on modern approaches.
It is worth noting that because of
the fact that the English, Russian
and Uzbek languages are not related
to each other, culture, history,
literature, folklore, the traditions
and customs of the peoples who speak
these languages are quite different.
Thus only thorough the study of
literary and historical sources, and
through the adequate reflection of
the specific national cultural values
of the nation in the translation, it is
possible to express cross-cultural
communication. At the same time,
cultural dialogue helps to strengthen
ties between these nations.
2. Main analyses:
Phraseological units with the
onomastic components also have
their peculiarities in terms of
different language systems. It is well
known that such phraseological units
are formed on the basis of mental,
linguistic and cultural features of the
people. When studying the
equivalence of phraseological units
with the onomastic components in
English, Russian and Uzbek, we
classified them into three groups:
1. Phraseological units with
onomastic components kept in all
three languages.
2. Phraseological units with
onomastic components kept within
two languages.
3. Phraseological units with
onomastic components kept in only
one language.

1.The number of phraseological
units with onomastic components
kept in all three languages is not
large. Because of the fact that the
English, Russian and Uzbek
languages are not from one linguistic
family, it is difficult to find the
equivalent of a particular
phraseological unit within all three
languages, with the preservation of
the onomastic component. Such
phraseological units come into the
language through translation from
world literature or are presented by
another phraseological unit that
retains the full meaning of the phrase
and only contains the onomastic
component that is unique to the
language. For example, in the
English language the phrase "Òî rub
Aladdin's lamp" appears in the form
of "Ïîòåðåòü ëàìïó Àëàääèíà" in
the Russian language, and in the
Uzbek language as "Àëîâóääèííèíã
ñåµðëè ÷èðî²èíè èø³àëàìî³". In
this example it can be observed that
the anthroponym "Alovuddin" is kept
in all three languages. So, the
preservation of this onomastic
component in all three languages is
associated with the same image in
world folklore. Another example, the
English phrases such as "Since
Adam was a boy", " (as) old as Adam
ribs" are used as synonymic phrases
of "Îñòàâøååñÿ ñ äåäîâûõ âðåìåí"
or "ñî âðåìåí öàðÿ Ãîðîõà" ("ïðè
öàðå Ãîðîõå") in the Russian
language. As an alternative to the
above mentioned phraseolgoical
units we can give the following
phrases in the Uzbek language. The
phrase "Äà³³è Þíóñäàí ³îëãàí"
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means "too old", "primitve". It can
be seen that the words such as
Adam, Gorokh, Daqqi Yunus are
kept in the content of the
phraseological
units
as
anthroponyms in all three languages.
As for the origin of these
expressions, Yusuf (Jonah) is one
of the prophets appointed by Allah
according to Islamic belief.
There are several legends in the
religious books about Yusuf, that is,
since he lived in the ancient times,
the phrase means "From the time of
Yusuf (Jonah)." Gorokh is the name
of a legendary ruler found in ancient
Russian fairy tales. Adam is the
English version of Adam and is
mentioned in the ancient Bible and
the Holy Quran. That's to say, the
phrases "Since Adam was a boy", "
(as) old as Adam ribs" bear the
meaning of both "very ancient", and
"very primitive". So, these phrases
can be combined under the meaning
"very old". The nouns used in them
also served to substantiate this
meaning, but the only difference
between them is that each onomastic
component bears its own national
mentality.
"Aesopian language" is used in
English, "Ýçîï òèëè" in Uzbek, and
"Ýçîïîâñêèé ÿçûê" in Russian.
These terms are associated with the
name of the ancient Greek legend,
slave Ezop. His parables are rich in
allegory, metaphor, and bitter
laughter. These terms are used in the
context of "allegorical expression of
ideas", "hint at writing style". It
should be noted that the basis for
the preservation of the name Ezop

as an anthroponom in the
expressions of all three languages is
thus determined. That is to say, the
different variations of this phrase
have the same meaning in all three
languages.
The Russian equivalent of the
phrase ""Discover Ameriña" in the
English language is often used in
the form of "Îòêðûòü Àìåðèêó"
and in the Uzbek language as
"Àìåðèêàíè î÷ìî?". This phrase is
related to the discovery of America.
In fact, the phrase comes from
English into the Russian and Uzbek
languages. Hence, America is used
as a toponym to mean "to discover
and publish what is already known
to all".
Based on the examples cited
above, we can say that there are two
types of phrases in which there is
an onomastic component within the
three languages:
1. Phraseological units with the
same onomastic component in all
three languages (tî rub Aladdin's
lamp, ïîòåðåòü ëàìïó Àëàääèíà,
Àëîâóääèííèíã ñåµðëè ÷èðî²èíè
èø³àëàìî³; Aesopian language,
Ýçîïîâñêèé ÿçûê, Ýçîï òèëè;
discover Ameriña, îòêðûòü
Àìåðèêó, Àìåðèêàíè î÷ìî³).
Such expressions enter into the
language through the language of
translation
or
cultural
communication of the peoples and
serve as a means of expression of
intercultural communication.
2. Phraseological units with the
onomastic component coming out
of their mental features and bearing
national character in all three
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languages (since Adam was a boy,
(as) old as Adam ribs, ñî âðåìåí
öàðÿ Ãîðîõà, ïðè öàðå Ãîðîõå,
Äà³³è Þíóñäàí ³îëãàí).
2. The features of the
phraseological with onomastic
components kept within two
languages are seen to be consistent
with the fact that the English or
Russian expressions coincide with
the main points in their translation
because of the similarity of national
features. In some cases, it is possible
that the onomastic component itself
can be kept in the phrase, or the
expression in the translated language
may be represented by another
expression that does not include the
onomastic component. For
example, the phrase "À labour of
Sisyphus" has a Russian equivalent
as "Ñèçèôîâ òðóä". When the phrase
is translated literally into Uzbek, it
is translated as "Sizif mehnati
(labour)" but who is it? According
to ancient Greek mythology,
Sisyphus was considered as the ruler
of the city of Corinth and was
subjected to a lifelong torment by the
deceptive power of deities because
they lied to God: he lifted a huge
boulder to the top of the mountain
with great difficulty, and the rock
fell rapidly down. That is to say, the
term is used to mean "endless labor,
hard and useless labor". This phrase
was first used by the Roman poet
Propertius in the first century BC.
Apparently, Sisyphus the hero of
ancient Greek legends, has been
used as an onomastic component in
both English and Russian phrases.
However, since this onomastic

component is strange in the Uzbek
language, we can translate it into
Uzbek with a proverb close to its
meaning "Áåµóäà ìåµíàò áåëíè
ñèíäèðàð" which means "useless
labor breaks the waist".
In English, the phraseological
phrase "To ñarry coals to Newcastle"
is translated as "Íþñêàëãà ê¢ìèð
îëèá áîðìî?" into the Uzbek
language. "Newcastle" is the center
of the British coal industry. The
phrase "Åõàòü â Òóëó ñî ñâîèì
ñàìîâàðîì" in Russian is equivalent
to
the
above
mentioned
phraseological unit, which means
"To go to Tula with samovar". "Tula"
is a Russian samovar center. In the
Uzbek language, there are also
several equivalents of these phrases:
The phrases and proverbs such as
"?îâóí ïîëèçèãà ?îâóí ê¢òàðèá
áîðìî?" ("carrying melons to melon
fields"), "Äåíãèçãà ñóâ ?óéìî?"
("pouring water into the sea")
logically fit the above mentioned
examples. Apparently, the Russian
and English expressions mentioned
above contain an onomastic
component (Newcastle and Tula),
while the Uzbek language has other
variations that are close to the
meaning of those expressions, but
they do not contain onomastic
component.
Another example, the English
phrase
"Tweedledum
and
Tweedledee" gives the meaning of
"Èêêè òîì÷è ñóâäåê ¢õøàø" in
the Uzbek language. That is to say,
"two things that are alike but the
difference is only represented in the
name". The phrase was firstly used
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and introduced by Byron (16921763) in the sense of sarcasm. The
words
"Tweedledum"
and
"Tweedledee originated from two
English music schools in the first
half of the eighteenth century which
did not differ in their appearance. .
In the Uzbek language there are
variations such as "Àëèõ¢æà Õ¢æààëè" or in Russian "×òî â
ëîá, ÷òî ïî ëáó", "Ïîõîæå êàê äâå
êàïëè âîäû" . - As you can see in
these examples, the onomastic
component in English and Uzbek
languages is preserved.
The English version of "East or
West home is best" is used in the
Uzbek language with the proverb
"Øàð³-ó ²àðáäàí ´ç óéèíã àôçàë"
("East or West home is best"). There
is also another proverb "¤ç óéèíã ´ëàí ò´øàãèíã" ("Your house is
your own bed"). The Russian version
of this article about homeland is
given with the proverb "Â ãîñòÿõ
õîðîøî, à äîìà ëó÷øå". It can be
observed that the above mentioned
phrases in the English and Uzbek
proverbs maintain an onomastic
component. (East, West; East, West).
In the Russian proverb, however,
the onomastic component is not
preserved, but the same meaning is
expressed.
English proverb "Rome was not
built in a day" has a n alternative in
the Russian language such as
"Ìîñêâà íe ñðàçó ñòðîèëàñü".
These phraseological units with
toponymics
"Rome"
âà
"Ìîñêâà"(Moscow)
as
geographical, territorial onomastic
components show the specificity of

each language. This suggests that
both cities had been built under very
hard labor and for a long time. As
an alternative in the Uzbek language,
"Áèð äàðàõò ´ðìîí á´ëìàñ" ("One
tree is not a forest") reflects the above
mentioned phrase.
Also, in English, the phrase "All
roads lead to Rome" is translated as
"¥àììà é´ëëàð Ðèìãà îëèá
áîðàäè" in the Uzbek language
meaning "All roads lead to Rome."
The Russian version "Âñå äîðîãè
âåäóò â Ðèì" corresponds to the
phrase in English. That is, "to achieve
the same goal in different ways." In
both of these expressions, the
Roman toponym was used as an
onomastic component. In the Uzbek
language this phrase is used in the
form of "Èêêè ´í áåø áèð ´òòèç"
("Two fifteen is equal to thirty").
When the English translation of the
phrase "Òo rob Peter to pay (to
clothe) Paul"
in Uzbek literally
means "Ïàóëãà ïóë ò´ëàø ó÷óí
Ïèòåðíè òóíàìî³" which means
"to borrow again to pay the debt". In
Russian, the phrase "Òðèøêèí
êàôòàí" is used as an alternative.
"Trishka" is the hero of Krislov's
parable "Trishka's robe", written in
1815. In it, Trishka cuts off a piece of
sleeve to patch up the hole in his
robe, which means he cuts off his
sleeve to fasten the same robe. This
proverb points to this fact. In the
Uzbek language, the phrase "Ýòàêíè
êåññàíã, åíã á´ëìàñ" ("Cut off the
skirt, not the least") can be logical
alternative to this phrase.
It is clear that the phraseological
units with the onomastic component
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that we have analyzed correspond
to the Russian and English
languages in terms of national
culture. This is because the peoples'
worldview, territory, religious
beliefs, and lifestyle are alike. At the
same time, the names in English
and Uzbek phrases have created a
peculiar proportionality in terms of
the universality. In the phraseological
units with
toponyms and
anthroponims the names vary
according to the characteristic
features and geography of each
nation. However, these components,
despite their differences, bear the
same meaning.
3. Phraseological units with
onomastic components kept in only
one language are unique in their
national identity. They cannot be
used in any other language.
Consequently, the Uzbek phrase
"Ýøàê Ìàêêàãà áîðãàíè áèëàí
¥îæè á´ëìàñ" ("The donkey can
not be saint going to Mecca") is
used in English with the phrase "All
are not saints that go to church",
which means "Not everyone who
goes to church can be saints".
Russian alternative is "Íà ñëîâàõ ñ
áîãîì, à â ñåðäöå ñ ÷åðòîì". We
can note that in all three languages
the meaning of the words is the
same, except in the Uzbek version,
the onomastic unit "Mecca" is
preserved. This city is the heart of
Islam - the city where the Ka'ba is
located, and reflects the centuries old Oriental beliefs. There are also
references to religious belief in
phrases in all three languages, which
means that these phraseological units

can complement each other in
translation.
Another example, the English
proverb "When in Rome, do as the
Romans do" can be translated word
by word into Uzbek as "Ðèìäà
ðèìëèêëàðäåê ÿøà". Yet, this
proverb is used in indirect meaning,
other alternatives are also possible.
For instance, in Russian, "Â ÷óæîé
ìîíàñòûðü ñî ñâîèì óñòàâîì íå
õîäÿò", in Uzbek "Êèìíèíã
àðàâàñèãà ìèíñàíã, ´øàíèíã
³´øè²èíè àéò" can also be used.
Hence, only the English proverb
contains an onomastic component.
In English, the phrase "Can the
Ethiopian change his skin?"
"Ethiopian" means the nation. The
Russian proverb "Ãîðáàòîãî ìîãèëà
èñïðàâèò", Uzbek proverb "£îí
áèëàí êèðãàí, æîí áèëàí ÷è³àð"
correspond to the above phrase. It
means "never". The English proverb
contain the onomastic component
as the name of the nation. There is
also another English proverb "Marry
in haste and repent at leisure with"
an anthroponym "Marry". The phrase
actually came into English from
French. There are options for this
article in Russian such as "Æåíèëñÿ
íà ñêîðóþ ðóêó, äà íà äîëãóþ
ìóêó", and in Uzbek "Øîøèëãàí
³èç ýðãà ¸ë÷èìàñ":
The English "A Roman holiday"
has the word roman. When it comes
to the origin of the phrase, the
masses of slaves in the ancient
Roman Empire enjoyed the Battle
of Gladiators. According to the rules
of this war, every slave who wanted
to survive was obliged to destroy his
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enemy. For the officers of the palace
who watched the war horribly, the
day of the Battle of Gladiators was
celebrated in the ancient Roman
Empire. That's why the phrase "A
Roman holiday" has an alternative
in the Uzbek language as "Êèìãà ò´é, êèìãà - aça", in Russian
language as "Êîìó - âèëû â áîê,
êîìó - õëåáà êóñîê".
Also, the phrase "Jack of all
trades" in English includes the
anthroponym Jack, which in
English means that a person who can
do everything in. The Russian
proverb "Ìàñòåð íà âñå ðóêè",
Uzbek proverb "Áèð éèãèòãà åòìèø
µóíàð îç" (Seventy trades is little
for one guy) fit the above phrase.
3.Conclusion.
Our findings show that there are
three different types of onomastic
components in the phraseological
units with an onomastic component
in English, Russian and Uzbek. The
phrases in which the onomastic
component is preserved in all three
languages indicate the centuries-old
intercultural connection between the
Eastern and Western nations. At the

same time, the presence of
anthroponyms and toponyms in
their composition has contributed
to the illumination of the indirect
meaning as well as the reflection of
national identity. The preservation of
the onomastic components within
the two languages is most commonly
found in English and Russian
expressions. The names symbolizing
Western thinking and outlook are
used symbolically here. The Uzbek
version contains the meaning of
both English and Russian phrases.
The onomastic components stored
within a single language, in English,
Russian and Uzbek, have been used
to express national symbols based
on their mentality.
In conclusion it can be said that
the translation of phraseological
units with
the onomastic
component, and the study on their
level of equivalence serves as a means
of expression of intercultural
communication. Only a good
translator who knows the history,
culture and language of all three
languages can succeed in such
responsible work.
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